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From Disaster to Determination

Robert and Madison Roussel grew up attending First Baptist Reserve never knowing that one
day, Robert would be their pastor.

Robert and Madison Roussel grew up attending First Baptist Reserve never knowing that one
day, Robert would be their pastor.

FBC Reserve’s story turns disaster into determination. When Reserve took a direct hit from
Hurricane Ida, most of the community was without power for weeks, but that didn’t stop the
church. Home Bible studies began throughout the town, and when power was restored, the
church delivered food and supplies, becoming a hub of compassionate care. “I didn’t know
Louisiana Disaster Relief was funded through the Georgia Barnette Offering until we needed
help after Hurricane Ida,” Robert noted. “Thanks to those gifts, our church has been able to
minister to the surrounding community while it recovers and cleans up from the hurricane.”
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First Reserve continues to be a light in its community!
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As Robert reflects on his years in Reserve, he wishes he had time to share what God has done
in and through his church family. “I’ve seen the Lord reach so many,” he said. “The testimonies of the people are amazing.”
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Pray for endurance for church members, many whose homes still need significant repairs.
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Pray for opportunities to serve their community.
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Pray for resources needed in the reconstruction process.
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Pray for the Lord to give Robert wisdom as he ministers and evangelizes in the harvest fields
of Reserve, Louisiana.
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